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Introduction

Organizations today are hard to imagine without complex information systems. Software applications are applied for managing customer orders, timing the procurement and production, supervising shipping and billing, performing the financial booking, maintaining employee data etc. [9]. Adapting to the always changing (or growing) needs of customers, newer products and newer services enforce the creation of new business processes and services. Unfortunately these do not conform to the boundaries of the different applications at the organization. Requested information and capabilities can come from many different information systems of the company or even from other organizations. This implicates the need for integrating our systems and realizing business processes over multiple enterprise applications. Based on the boundaries of integration we can talk about intra- and inter-organizational enterprise application integration.

The Service Oriented Architecture has appeared 4-5 years ago. It envisions an architecture where provided capability is offered by service providers and applied by service consumers. The services can be characterized by their short descriptions which are stored in service registries. Using the registry available services are easy to browse, search and find [11]. For example one can have a service offering booking at hotels. The characterizing description of this service should contain information about its capabilities e.g. the service is able to find an available hotel at a given place for a given time interval, and to perform or cancel booking. The complex capability of this service is divided into operations like check availability, perform booking and cancelling. The requested input and output data of each operation is also required in the description. Furthermore some technical details like the definition of service endpoints are needed in order to invoke the service. Having this description one is able to adopt the service and communicate with it properly.

SOA provides not only the possibility of simple one-to-one, request-answer communication. Whole business processes can be defined upon services. A combination that integrates the invocation of two or more services into a complex process is called
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orchestration \[23\]. An orchestration makes it possible to create new, more complex services. For example, if there is a service capable of booking flights, combining it with the previous hotel booking service a new complex service can be created. This will be already able to organize the whole trip – both journey and accommodation. The complex orchestration process should describe the right order of operation invokes while paying attention to given constraints for example the flight dates and the hotel booking dates should be the same, or if there is no available flight for a given time period the hotel cannot be booked (must be cancelled).

Organizations have early recognized the applicability of SOA methodology and technologies for solving integration issues \[9, 25, 34\]. Orchestrated processes can be directly aligned to business processes – the goal of the orchestration is to create the requested new business functionality – and participating services are interfaces of enterprise application systems. However, there are several difficulties and preconditions in designing and applying such an integration solution in a business environment.

Different systems and their services provide heterogeneous data semantics. The provided data can differ in simple naming conventions e.g. name of a person entity can be depicted as “guest” by the hotel booking service and “customer” by the flight booking service. It is obvious that both services cannot be invoked by the same entity naming convention. This means, that we can not choose a “standard” representation for this entity for the whole trip organizing service – instead of using the same entity (name of a customer) the request data must be different invoking the two services. There can also be other differences between provided data semantics e.g. differences in data structure or messaging protocol. These must be handled by several transformations, see \[14, 15\]. However applying transformations can slow down the designing issues and strongly influences the non-functional capabilities of the new complex services (processes).

In this paper we present a methodology and technical solutions for creating the necessary transformations and present an approach which conserves the applicability of solid and standard SOA technologies and tools while the run-time performance of the system remains still predictable. The focus of the paper is on the proposed run-time framework and on the prediction of non-functional capabilities.

The remainder of the paper is the following. In the next section we introduce related researches and work comparing them with our results. A SOA integration methodology and the creation of semantic aligned services and requested transformations are presented in Section 2. Section 3 compares our proposed run-time architecture with 3 other proposals. Moreover the performance of the different approaches is analyzed detailed. In Section 4 we introduce some experiments and results and finally section 5 draws conclusions and suggests future areas of work and study.

1 Related work

There are numerous researches in literature about predicting non-functional QoS parameters of composite services \[2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 18, 38\]. Some of them are based on the usage of intelligent agents to evaluate and increase the reliability and performance of orchestrated processes, for example see \[16, 38\]. Another current topic is the dynamic resource management in grid systems to optimize resource allocation in service oriented architectures \[22, 35\]. Unfortunately most of these approaches pass by the existence of interoperability problems.

The theoretical approach of the data heterogeneity problem is called schema matching in the literature. Unfortunately most of these works are rather academic. They propose improved analytical methods and algorithms to build common global schemas or to match different data structures without designing and implementing tools and technologies to realize it \[5, 8, 13, 17\].

On the other hand numerous researches are dealing with data heterogeneities during enterprise application integration. To overcome the problem the meaning of entities is examined and compared instead of the name of the concepts. These approaches add semantic description to operations and services based on specific semantic taxonomies. For example see \[10, 12, 19, 23, 37\].

The authors of \[24\] use a stochastic model to analyze the performance and reliability bottleneck of composite processes.

A continuous-time Markov chain formulation including failure states is developed to compute both performance and bottle-necks. However this approach is based on the run-time monitoring of participating services and consumes a lot of resources for dynamic prediction of overall performance and modification of the orchestration at run-time. Because our integration approach focuses on the integration of enterprise applications, unreliable and instable services from the internet are not involved in processes and resource requirements of services and processes can be predicted directly upon documentation about system specification, features and development. Furthermore if a given function of a given enterprise application is required at a given point of the orchestrated process replacing it is simply out of the question since there is no other available service performing the same functionality in the same system.

Cardoso \[7\] states that high complex composite services tend to be less flexible and cause decreased performance compared to optimized and carefully designed processes. The paper analyzes the control flow complexity of processes and proposes several methods for simplification. Thus this approach can extend our work by the structural analysis of composite services and help us predict the resource consumptions of complex process constructions. On the other hand, data heterogeneities should be considered and resolved as proposed in this paper.

The vieDAME framework presented in \[18\] provides a complete solution for performance optimization and for overcoming interoperability problems. The robust architecture contains sev-
eral components for intercepting service invokes, for monitoring operation performance, for storing and executing transformations, for communicating with the run-time engine etc. However overall performance of a configuration can not be predicted and bottlenecks remain hidden from system operators.

2 SOA integration methodology and architecture

Vendors of enterprise applications are already prepared for SOA. Information systems offer their capabilities in the form of services. The service interfaces are mostly matched to worldwide standards which results in easy to use services in a technical sense.

Unfortunately this is not enough for creating real, working processes because services of different application systems offer their capabilities in heterogeneous data semantics [15]. This means that the output data provided by a participating service can not be fed directly into another service as an input. Data transformation must be applied within the chain of services to adjust input and output data of different services to each other.

There are many ways to adopt the required transformations into a composite process. The simplest solution is the following:

1. Create the process ignoring data heterogeneity problems. Participating services are composed by defining their relations e.g. invoke order, logical expressions for branches etc.

2. Search for incompatibilities caused by data heterogeneity. Design and apply transformation at every service invoke where entity mismatches appear.

Although this approach is easy to understand and can help with every kind of data heterogeneity, it offers a non-optimal solution. The unique transformations applied before service invokes are totally customized for a given environment. Hence they can not be adopted to another process or not even for another invoke of the same service within the same process. This implies that by updating the process or by creating a new one, the possibility of transformation re-using is excluded.

Instead of creating custom transformations by process orchestration applying a global data schema can ensure data compatibility on the process level. The global data schema can define every related entity of a given business domain regularizing the proper usage of given business concepts. For example in the global schema we can define the usage of term guest for the tourism domain excluding the usage of synonyms like client, customer, etc. in the domain. Thus applying regularizations defined by global schemas can prevent data mismatches on the process level. One application methodology for this scenario can be the following:

1. Define global schema for the domain – determine the structural and linguistic terms for every possible entity of a given domain.

2. Define transformations to every participating service. The transformation(s) are strictly connected to the service, which results in an encapsulated service behaving the same way as the original but communicates using the right concepts and terms of the global schema.

3 Design composite service (process) defining the relationships among participating services.

This solution already makes possible to re-use the defined transformations. The encapsulated services containing the necessary transformations are applied in new processes or in newer version of the same process. The next chapter presents the steps detailed above.

Note that the main advantage of this approach is that the transformations must be created to each participating service to each domain only once. The encapsulated service containing the transformations and the original service can be created on demand (right before we need it at a given point of the orchestration for the first time) or all participating services of given enterprise applications can be encapsulated before starting SOA based integration. If large enterprise software vendors agree on given global schemas the creation of encapsulated services can already be handled globally by them preventing any kind of data heterogeneity by service orchestration at companies. Moreover software vendors have the necessary experience and developer team to easily come over the task of transformation creation and fitting service schemas even to more widely used global schemas. The most applied global schemas in the field of online business are [21][36].

2.1 Preparing for orchestration

The aim of this step is to align the service input and output to the global schema. In other words we would like to create a service that behaves in the same way as the original service but communicates with the concepts of the global schema towards the outside world. More precisely, the applied interfaces should conform to the global schema but the original service of the given application should be invoked in the background.

For example our flight reservation service requires the name of the client in a complex data structure containing two fields: firstname and lastname. In contrast to this the hotel booking service requires one field containing the full name (firstname and lastname separated with a space) called guestname. The process (composite service) communicates with the global schema concept and the corresponding global schema tourism standardizes the person entity in the separated firstname, lastname form. In the case of the flight service the process invoke data can simply be forwarded to the service call. However, invoking the hotel booking service requires a transformation to be glued to the service input which concatenates the firstname and lastname fields. After the transformation, the hotel booking service receives the required input in the right form and is able to serve the request.

Another direction of transformation may also be necessary. For example after a successful booking the flight reservation service responds with a confirmation message containing a field
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called *smoking restrictions*. However our global schema contains the same entity called *smoking regulations*. Hence the given concept of the service output should be renamed to ensure later reusability and common understanding at the process level. To perform this, a transformation is glued to the output of the flight reservation service.

Upon these there are 2 types of transformations:

- **Down-cast** transformations transform the concepts of the global schema into the required form of a given service input before invoking the service and

- **Up-cast** transformations transform the concepts of the service output into the corresponding form of the global schema right after the service response.

There are numerous proposals to detect data incompatibilities, design and attach transformations in current researches [4][19][23][25][27]. Unfortunately most of them lack the tasks of composite service deployment and run-time architecture. In the next chapter we present our proposed architecture.

### 2.2 Executing encapsulated services

Designing and attaching transformation rules to services does not results that our composed service is ready to run after the orchestration. The complex service should be deployed into a run-time environment. The run-time engine is responsible for accepting service invokes, create a process instance and perform the tasks of the given instance. These tasks are invoking participating services, evaluating logical expressions and performing any business logic defined on the process level.

There are lots of solid process run-time environments available. However they are based on standards and are not prepared for executing transformations glued to participating services. To overcome this problem our proposed architecture ensures a standard service interface for the encapsulated services. This means, that the run-time engine can interact with the services in the standard way without knowing anything about its inner architecture and glued transformations. The standard service interface is provided by a special proxy service. The proxy service intercepts the service invoke, determines which service is willing to be invoked, relays the service request and response to the given service and performs required transformations on the service input and output. So the proxy service acts as a single service towards the outside world. It represents the original services of enterprise applications, behaves the same way as them but communicates with the concepts of the global schema towards the process instance (e.g. towards the process run-time engine). The strict matching of transformations and service inputs and outputs are managed also by the proxy architecture.

This approach also implies, that there is no need to modify the standard services and endpoints of enterprise applications: all data incompatibilities can be handled and prevented with aligning services to the global schema by designing and attaching up- and down-cast transformations. Furthermore this architecture is able to hide real services from the business partners, which makes it possible to create an additional private layer in the collaborative business process. Fig. 1 shows one encapsulated service answering a service call.

The next chapter briefly presents some technical details of our solution.

### 2.3 Applied standards and technology

To be compatible with standard process run-time engines our solution follows current open standards.

The de facto standard to design executable business processes is the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [20]. Thus the focus was set to design processes in BPEL and apply solid BPEL run-time engines.

The main building elements of a SOA are usually web services communicating mostly with Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [30]. Created services of enterprise applications are also equipped with web service interfaces. Thus our proxy implementation provides standard web service interfaces towards the process run-time engine and is prepared for invoking standard web services of enterprise information systems. The standard web service invocation is for sure an available and widely used option for interacting with collaborative business partners in BPEL processes.

Standard web services are described by the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) standard [31]. This defines one or more operations to the service containing requested input and output data structure per each operation. Hence our transformations must be connected to the operations. The number of attached transformations is equal to the number of operations multiplied by 2 at maximum (1 up-cast transformation to the output and 1 down-cast transformation to the input can be defined to each operation). Every data incompatibility between the global schema and a given service input or output is covered with one complex transformation. In other words, simple transformation rules eliminating one given data mismatch of one given data concept are collected by one complex transformation.

To align to widely used standards the XSL Transformation standard was selected to realize transformations [32]. The ex-
pression power of the XSL transformation language is NP full, which implies that it is able to cover every kind of incompatibilities. Furthermore there are lots of solid XSLT designer applications and run-time engines available which can be applied in our architecture.

The creation of the proxy service interface to each service makes it possible to extend the WSDL description of standard enterprise application services with additional semantic information. This makes service discovery and selection easier which can be a great help for the service orchestration. See [21,36] for further details.

It is obvious that our solution provides some additional functionality by solving data incompatibility problems. But what cost should we pay for that? Apart from the additional design cost of transformations, proxy services must be created and transformations must be performed during the process run-time. Because the creation of proxy services is done in design time it does not really influences the performance of the running system. But what additional cost do we have for handling web service invocations, relaying them to and from the web services of enterprise applications and executing transformations? The next chapter provides some analysis about the prediction of run-time overhead of our architecture. Moreover some configuration and installation issues are also presented.

2.4 Performance prediction and configuration analysis

Current researches often deal with QoS parameters of complex services. There are two types of QoS parameters:

- Functional parameters describe service capabilities. In other words, they present what and how the service does. For example for our flight reservation service these parameters contain the fact that there are 3 operations search for flight, book flight, cancel booking and the search for flight operation requests departure, destination, and date of journey input parameters and provides a confirmation as output containing the number of reservation, number of flight, departure time, arrival time, etc.

- Non-functional parameters describe all kinds of non-technical information about the service. These are availability, average response time, error-rate etc.

In this paper the focus is set to the prediction and optimization of non-functional parameters. Description of the functional parameters of our encapsulated services can be found in [15].

There are working methods and algorithms to predict system parameters – like response time and throughput – of composite processes [16,38]. Most of them are based on the idea of dividing the process into components whose performances can be directly evaluated and calculating the parameters of the whole system based on the defined connections (e.g. sequences, branches with logical conditions of predictable likelihoods, parallel run-time threads, etc.) among these components. Because the basic building blocks of processes are services they are the smallest undividable parts which actually determine the system performance. Thus we focus on performance analysis of our encapsulated service in the paper.

The questions to be answered are the followings: How does the usage of transformations influence the response time of composite processes? What is the maximum throughput of our architecture compared to other approaches? Is this the optimal solution for handling interoperability problems at process composition from the point of view of overall performance?

Response time and throughput are determined by resources of system hardware components. More precisely services and processes require a given amount of resources and performance depends on the ratio of resource requirements to available resources. Extension of available hardware resources can result in faster response times and higher throughput while application of non-optimal solutions in process compositions may lead to significant decreasing of these parameters. Thus prediction of expected resource consumption is critical when designing composite processes.

There are numerous resources needed by a process at run-time. Central processing unit (CPU), memory, input/output operations (I/O) and network bandwidth are some of them. Nevertheless there is always one resource which is critical in a given environment determining the actual values of response time and throughput. This is called the bottleneck. Strengthening or increasing of bottleneck resource yields better performance while expansion of other resources may be ineffective. After consuming all of the bottleneck resource the response time of the system is decreasing by serving further requests or this can even lead to malfunctions like refusing of requests or other errors sent in the response. This means that an optimal efficiency (minimal response time) can be achieved only if the load of the bottleneck resource is lower than the available level of the resource. On the other hand system throughput reaches its maximal value (maximal number of performed transactions per a given time unit) if the consumption of the bottleneck resource is maximized. Upon these in the rest of the paper performance is analyzed through these two different (conflicting) performance parameters considering the actual usage rate of the bottleneck.

The next chapter analyzes our proposal comparing its efficiency with other possible approaches.

3 Analysis and comparison of our approach

Our approach is based on the encapsulation of the standard services of enterprise applications. One upcast and onedowncast transformation may be glued to every operation of every service. In the rest of the paper we assume that there are always both up- and downcast transformation required to be attached. Because this is the worst case from the point of view of added overhead in resource requirement, the efficiency of our solution will surely not be overestimated.

The resource requirement of a given enterprise application
service (operation) is determined by the application itself. Since it can not be changed during the process composition and it will determine the future performance of the composite process, its resource requirement and non-functional parameters in the given environment can serve as reference values for our tests.

Consider that a given operation (e.g. the book flight operation of our service) requires \( R_{\text{service}} \) unit of the bottleneck resource. The optimal (minimum) response time of the system for that is \( T_{\text{service}} \) unit of time. There is a certain amount of available bottleneck resource denoted by \( R_{\text{avail}} \).

Service request may come from more clients (or from more process instances) at the same time. Thus total resource requirement comes to \( \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{service}} \) where \( n_{\text{conc}} \) is the number of concurrent service requests. The response time can be calculated as follows:

\[
T_{\text{response}} = T_{\text{service}} \quad \text{if} \quad \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{service}} \leq R_{\text{avail}} \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
T_{\text{response}} = T_{\text{service}} \cdot \frac{\sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{service}}}{R_{\text{avail}}} \quad \text{if} \quad \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{service}} > R_{\text{avail}}. 
\]

(1)

After the resources and response times are determined for all participating operations the performance of the whole process can be predicted. The requested resource of the process \( (R_{\text{process}}) \) consists of two separable components:

– the calculated cost of the orchestrated service \( (R_{\text{orchest}}) \) built of encapsulated services which depends on the given orchestration e.g. structure and business logic of the process \([38] \),

– the constant cost of process management \( (R_{\text{constructs}}) \), which includes process instance, variable creation and process maintenance.

Our experiments show that at reasonable process complexity and available resources \(<50 \) participating service, \( 5-10 \) branches and logical expressions, etc.) the calculated orchestrated service cost \( (R_{\text{orchest}}) \) is almost equal to the cost of invoked participating services. Thus the overhead of applying a process is almost equal to the cost of process management \( (R_{\text{constructs}}). \) Moreover \( R_{\text{constructs}} \) seems to be not dependent on the given instance of processes and remains to be a constant value in a given hardware environment even for different type of processes.

Eq. (2) shows the calculation of the amount of requested resource of the process.

\[
R_{\text{process}} = R_{\text{constructs}} + R_{\text{orchest}} = R_{\text{constructs}} + \sum_{m_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{service}} \quad \text{(2)}
\]

where \( m \) is the number of service invokes during the execution of a process.

By substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) the response time of a process instance can be calculated as follows:

\[
T_{\text{response}} = \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} + T_{\text{constructs}} \quad \text{if} \quad \sum_{m_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{process}} \leq R_{\text{avail}} \\

\text{and}
\]

\[
T_{\text{response}} = \left( \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} + T_{\text{constructs}} \right) \cdot \frac{\sum_{m_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{process}}}{R_{\text{avail}}} \quad \text{if} \quad \sum_{m_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{process}} > R_{\text{avail}}
\]

where the response times of the services participating in the given execution path of the process must be summarized \( \left( \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} \right). \) Because \( R_{\text{constructs}} \) is constant, the response time overhead \( T_{\text{constructs}} \) caused by it is a constant value as well.

In our interpretation the throughput is the number of served operation invoked in a given time unit. This can be an invoked operation of a simple or a complex service \( (T_{\text{service}}, T_{\text{process}} \) respectively). After having used up the entire bottleneck resource (in other words the bottleneck is fully loaded) the throughput reaches its maximal value, denoted by \( T_{P_{\text{service\_max}}} \).

So the maximal throughput for a given service invoke describes the pure efficiency of a given hardware-software environment. Such hardware-software environments consisting of several computers connected into a network are called configurations in the rest of the paper.

The throughput of a configuration for a given service (process) can be predicted as follows:

\[
T_{P_{\text{service}}} = T_{P_{\text{service\_max}}} \cdot \frac{\sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{service}}}{R_{\text{avail}}} \quad \text{if} \quad \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{service}} \leq R_{\text{avail}},
\]

\[
T_{P_{\text{service}}} = T_{P_{\text{service\_max}}} \quad \text{if} \quad \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{service}} > R_{\text{avail}} \\

T_{P_{\text{process}}} = T_{P_{\text{process\_max}}} \cdot \frac{\sum_{m_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{process}}}{R_{\text{avail}}} \quad \text{if} \quad \sum_{m_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{process}} \leq R_{\text{avail}},
\]

\[
T_{P_{\text{process}}} = T_{P_{\text{process\_max}}} \quad \text{if} \quad \sum_{m_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{process}} > R_{\text{avail}} 
\]

(4)

Furthermore there is a trivial connection between the maximal throughput and response time at a status where increasing the exploitation of the bottleneck resource has just reached the 100% limit. If we also assume that the concurrent requests all came from the same type of service (or process) the maximal throughput can be predicted as follows:
calculated as follows:

\[ T_{\text{service, max}} = \frac{n}{T_{\text{response}}} \]

where \( \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{service}} = R_{\text{avail}} \)

and

\[ T_{\text{process, max}} = \frac{m}{T_{\text{response}}} \]

where \( \sum_{m_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{process}} = R_{\text{avail}} \)

(5)

Now we have the necessary formalism to analyze the performance of complete configurations of given approaches.

### 3.1 Evaluation of proposals

Four different approaches are compared on the same configuration in the paper. Because the configurations are the same, the efficiency of the approaches can be directly compared. Furthermore other parameters of these proposals (like component re-usability, modularity, transparency etc.) are also evaluated. The following sub-chapters contain the detailed analysis of each proposal.

#### 3.1.1 Proposal XSLT

Our already presented proposal is evaluated first. To implement our approach on the same configuration (see later) the transformations are stored and executed on the same computer (or grid of computers) as the enterprise services are executed on. The proxy service is also installed here, so invocation of an encapsulated service can be served without adding new resources (computers) to the existing configuration of the enterprise application system. This proposal is called as proposal_XSLT (because of the applied XSL transformations) in the rest of the paper. The configuration and typical process execution can be viewed in Fig.2.

The two transformations (up- and downcast) require \( R_{\text{transf}} \) resource from the bottleneck resource (the worst case scenario is assumed again) and the work of the standard web service interface requires \( R_{\text{usr, interf}} \). So the additional resource consumption of an encapsulated service is:

\[ R_{\text{add}} = R_{\text{usr, interf}} + R_{\text{transf}} \]

(6)

Assuming the worst case scenario, the bottleneck resource of these operations is the same as the bottleneck of the original operation. In this case the invocation of the encapsulated service costs:

\[ R_{\text{encaps}} = R_{\text{service}} + R_{\text{add}} \]

(7)

By substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (1) the response time can be calculated as follows:

\[ T_{\text{response}} = T_{\text{service}} + T_{\text{add}} \]

if \( \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{encaps}} \leq R_{\text{avail}} \) and

\[ T_{\text{response}} = (T_{\text{service}} + T_{\text{add}}) \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{encaps}} \]

if \( \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{encaps}} > R_{\text{avail}} \)

(8)

where \( T_{\text{add}} \) is the additional response time compared to the stand-alone enterprise service.

Accordingly to Eq. (5) the maximum throughput can be calculated as follows:

\[ T_{\text{encaps, max}} = \frac{n}{T_{\text{response}}} \]

where \( \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{encaps}} = R_{\text{avail}} \)

(9)

During an orchestration our encapsulated services are built into a complex service (process). However the process runtime engine is placed separated from the enterprise application server(s). This determines the distribution of process runtime costs i.e. resource requirements of process management (\( R_{\text{constructs}} \)) and orchestrated process (\( R_{\text{orchest}} \)) between enterprise application and process management server(s). As already mentioned \( R_{\text{orchest}} \) is almost equal to the resource requirement of invoked participating services in a certain environment. Thus \( R_{\text{orchest}} \) is mainly processed by the application server(s). On the other hand process management requirements (\( R_{\text{constructs}} \)) are served by the process management server(s). The two run-time components are connected with network which is responsible for the communication during the execution of the composite process. While the network connection may influence the response time, it barely modifies the throughput of the system because it is unlikely to be the bottleneck resource in any systems applied for process execution today. Hence dedicating separated resources for enterprise services and process run-time is reasonable and it results greater performance than applying the enterprise service environment also for process management.

Eqs. (6)-(9) described the resource requirements, expected response times and throughput at the enterprise application server(s). Eq. (2) must be separated due to the separated resource allocation for enterprise services and process management. Furthermore Eq. (4) should also be modified because of the two possible bottleneck points i.e. the bottleneck of the whole system can be either the enterprise or the process server. Based on Eqs. (6) and (7) the expected response time of the configuration loaded by a given process is the following:

\[ T_{\text{response}} = \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} + \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{add}} + T_{\text{constructs}} \]

if \( \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{orchest}} \leq R_{\text{avail, enterprise}} \) and

\[ \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{constructs}} \leq R_{\text{avail, process}} \]

\[ T_{\text{response}} = \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} + \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{add}} + T_{\text{constructs}} \frac{\sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{constructs}}}{R_{\text{avail, process}}} \]

if \( \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{orchest}} \leq R_{\text{avail, enterprise}} \) and

\[ \sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{constructs}} > R_{\text{avail, process}} \]
Create the composite process ignoring data heterogeneities. Design and add necessary transformation at the process level. Make the process execution path by each operation response in worst case. This proposal is called as proposal Direct

\[ T_{response} = \left( \sum_{path} T_{service} + \sum_{path} T_{add} \right) + \frac{\sum n_{conc} R_{orchest}}{R_{avail enterprise}} + T_{constructs} \]

if \( \sum_{n_{conc}} R_{orchest} > R_{avail enterprise} \) and \( \sum_{n_{conc}} R_{constructs} \leq R_{avail process} \),

\[ T_{response} = \left( \sum_{path} T_{service} + \sum_{path} T_{add} \right) + \frac{\sum_{n_{conc}} R_{orchest}}{R_{avail enterprise}} + T_{constructs} \cdot \frac{\sum_{n_{conc}} R_{constructs}}{R_{avail process}} \]

if \( \sum_{n_{conc}} R_{orchest} > R_{avail enterprise} \) and \( \sum_{n_{conc}} R_{constructs} > R_{avail process} \).

The proper calculation of actual and maximal throughput (based on Eqs. 4 and 5) are left for the reader.

Summarizing this proposal loads the process server by \( R_{constructs} \) at each process invoke. Moreover the enterprise server is loaded with an extra \( R_{add} \) by each participating service in a process execution path by each process invoke. Note that based on our experiments this additional cost is negligible compared to the cost of the original enterprise services. Thus one may focus on calculating the resource requirements \( R_{constructs} \) and predicted performance of the process server.

Remember that the encapsulated services are re-useable in subsequent process orchestration scenarios. Furthermore applying encapsulated services modularity can be achieved and it hides possible business interests within the non-transparent encapsulated service.

3.1.2 Proposal Direct

Another proposal for dealing with data heterogeneity in integration consists of the following steps:

1. Create the composite process ignoring data heterogeneities
2. Design and add necessary transformation at the process level.

As already mentioned besides defining relationships among participating services and setting run-time branches by logical equations it is possible to define some business logic at the process level. (For example the BPEL standard offers the usage of XPath and XQuery standards for defining copy rules in data assignments [20, 28, 29].) Thus both up- and downcast transformations can be designed and added at the process level. One upcast transformation is added before each operation (service) request and one downcast transformation is added after each operation response in worst case. This proposal is called as proposal Direct (because data heterogeneities are bridged directly at the process level during the orchestration) in the rest of the paper. The configuration and typical process execution can be viewed in Fig. 3.

The resource consumption is increased by the needs of transformation at the process server but requested resource remains intact at the enterprise server. The extra cost added to each op-
eration (service) invoke is:

\[ R_{\text{add Direct}} = R_{\text{transf}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Our experiences concluded that pure transformation costs are almost the same at the process level as they are in the case of our XSLT execution within the encapsulated services. However with this proposal the creation and employment of an additional service interface (the service interface of the proxy service) is avoidable. Comparing Eqs. (11) and (7),

\[ R_{\text{add XSLT}} = R_{\text{add Direct}} \text{ and } R_{\text{add XSLT}} = R_{\text{add Direct}} + R_{\text{bus interface}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Furthermore \( R_{\text{add XSLT}} \) loads the process server and not the enterprise application server. (Note that this may be an advantage or disadvantage of this proposal depending on the appearance of the bottleneck on the process server or the enterprise server.) By using this and Eqs. (10) and (11) the response time can be calculated as follows:

\[
T_{\text{response}} = \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} + \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{add}} + T_{\text{constructs}}
\]

if \( \sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{orchest}} \leq R_{\text{avail enterprise}} \) and

\[
\sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{constructs}} \leq R_{\text{avail process}}
\]

\[
T_{\text{response}} = \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} + \left( \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{add}} + T_{\text{constructs}} \right) \cdot \frac{\sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{orchest}}}{R_{\text{avail process}}}
\]

if \( \sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{orchest}} \leq R_{\text{avail enterprise}} \) and

\[
\sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{constructs}} > R_{\text{avail process}},
\]

\[
T_{\text{response}} = \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} \cdot \frac{\sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{orchest}}}{R_{\text{avail enterprise}}} + \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{add}} + T_{\text{constructs}}
\]

if \( \sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{orchest}} > R_{\text{avail enterprise}} \) and

\[
\sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{constructs}} \leq R_{\text{avail process}},
\]

\[
T_{\text{response}} = \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} \cdot \frac{\sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{orchest}}}{R_{\text{avail enterprise}}} + \left( T_{\text{constructs}} + \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{add}} \right) \cdot \frac{\sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{constructs}}}{R_{\text{avail process}}}
\]

if \( \sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{orchest}} > R_{\text{avail enterprise}} \) and

\[
\sum_{n_{conc}} R_{\text{constructs}} > R_{\text{avail process}}.
\]

(13)

where instead of \( R_{\text{orchest}} \) and \( R_{\text{constructs}} \) contains the additional resource requirement of transformations compared to proposal_XSLT.

To sum up, some increase in the performance (lowering the response time) is possible compared to the proposal_XSLT in given cases. However additional cost of maintaining a service interface are not significant compared to the service \( R_{\text{service}} \) and process running \( R_{\text{constructs}} \) costs, so possible performance increase is not significant.

This little improvement probably is not worth the price we have paid for it. Because our transformations are defined at the process level they are process dependent. Hence probably they can not be reused in other process compositions. Furthermore by adding data transformations to the business logic we have messed up the clear structure and view of the orchestration. (The transformations were added to given copy rules of assign elements in the BPEL process where also the structural assignments of services – connection of global BPEL and local service variables – were defined. These can not be separated and differentiated easily later by a process upgrade or modification.) So the modularity of the orchestration was almost ruined and the possibility of creating an additional private business layer upon the enterprise service was largely reduced.

3.1.3 Proposal BPEL

The next presented proposal also defines the necessary transformations at the process level, but it eliminates upcoming low modularity and non-reusability problems of proposal_Direct. The methodology of creating working composite processes is the following:

- Define a collection of possible concepts for the given domain (global schema).
- Adopt each participating services to the process level each of them into a new process.
- Design and implement transformations in these processes to align complex service (process) interface to the global schema.
- Orchestrate business process using complex services created in the previous step as building blocks.

Similarly to proposal_Direct the transformations are defined at the process level (Copy rules are defined in assign elements in the BPEL process). On the other hand complex services containing only one operation (service) invoke and glued up- and downcast transformations are equivalent with the encapsulated services of proposal_XSLT.

This proposal is called proposal_BPEL (because additional BPEL processes are also applied to bridge data heterogeneities at each service invoke) in the rest of the paper. The configuration and typical process execution can be viewed in Fig.4
The additional resource requirement is significant. Besides the additional cost of transformations ($R_{\text{trans}}$) there is a process management overhead ($R_{\text{orchest}}$ and $R_{\text{constructs}}$) at every participating service invoke. Although the orchestration costs are negligible (each “encapsulated” service contains only 2 assign elements and 1 service invoke) the creation of process instance and managing process interface adds significant overhead ($R_{\text{constructs}}$) to each participating operation in the run-time.

Similarly to proposal_Direct additional performance requirements are loaded to the process server. Based on Eq. 13 the response time can be predicted as follows:

$$ T_{\text{response}} = \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} + \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{add}} + T_{\text{constructs}} $$

if $\sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{orchest}} \leq R_{\text{avail\_enterprise}}$

and $\sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{constructs}} \leq R_{\text{avail\_process}}$,

$$ T_{\text{response}} = \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{service}} + \left( \sum_{\text{path}} T_{\text{add}} + T_{\text{constructs}} \right) \cdot \frac{\sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{constructs}}}{R_{\text{avail\_process}}} $$

if $\sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{orchest}} \leq R_{\text{avail\_enterprise}}$ and

$\sum_{n_{\text{conc}}} R_{\text{constructs}} > R_{\text{avail\_process}}$

The extra cost added to each operation (service) invoke is:

$$ R_{\text{add\_BPEL\_service}} = R_{\text{trans}} + R_{\text{constructs}} $$

which is significantly greater than the extra costs of proposal_XSLT and proposal_Direct (based on our experiences $R_{\text{constructs}} \gg R_{\text{ws\_interface}}$). Thus performance of this proposal is expected to be lower (higher response times, and lower throughput) than the previous proposals.

On the other hand applying transformations at the process level has advantages too. The solid tools for BPEL process design and run-time can be reused and no further equipment is required to create and run the transformations. Furthermore the same process run-time environment can be applied for deploying and running both stand-alone “encapsulated” processes and orchestrated composite services.

Similarly to proposal_XSLT the “encapsulated” processes (services) are reusable in later orchestration scenarios. Moreover the proposal involves modularity and makes it possible to create an additional private layer beyond the enterprise services at the process level of stand-alone processes.

The reader may also note, that extending our configuration with an additional process server environment the “encapsulated” processes can be separated from the orchestrated processes which probably results significant improvement in the throughput at higher loads.

3.1.4 Proposal Native

The realization of the last presented proposal consists of the steps as follows:
- Define a collection of possible concepts for the given domain (global schema).
- Modify the enterprise application service and/or its interface directly at the application level to assign participating operations to the global schema.
- Orchestrate business process using the revised services of enterprise applications created in the previous step as building blocks.

To modify an enterprise application the special development environment of the application is required. This is mostly unavailable at the customer of the system. Furthermore employees of the organization are usually not allowed (or able) to modify standard functions of enterprise applications they use. Thus alignment of services and their interfaces to a global schema remains to the software vendor. Because integration (the creation of collaborative business process) can concern more application systems at more companies with various vendors, the process orchestration requires the contribution of numerous developers and can slow down the whole integration progress. Contrary to this, the creation of transformations and processes can be performed by integration experts responsible directly for process orchestration.

This proposal is called as proposal_Native (because bridging of data heterogeneities is solved at the native, enterprise application implementation level) in the rest of the paper. The configuration and typical process execution can be viewed in Fig. 5.

After all participating services are aligned to the global schema the performance of this proposal is convincing. The additional resource requirements of the modified enterprise service are not significant and no more additional resource consumption is required nor by the preparation nor by the orchestration at all. The enterprise server is loaded by the resource costs of invoked operations and the process server is loaded by the costs of the management of orchestrated composite service ($R_{constructs}$).

Due to the additional cost of proposals the following relations hold:

$$R_{add\_Native\_service} \approx R_{add\_Direct\_service}$$

$$- R_{transf} \approx R_{add\_XSLT\_service} - R_{transf} - R_{ws\_interface} \approx$$

$$R_{add\_BPEL\_service} - R_{transf} - R_{constructs} \quad (17)$$

The response time of the configuration can be predicted by the following equation:

$$T_{response} = \sum_{path} T_{service} + T_{constructs} \cdot \frac{\sum_{c} R_{constructs}}{R_{avail\_process}}$$

if

$$\sum_{n\_conc} R_{orchest} \leq R_{avail\_enterprise} \text{ and } \sum_{n\_conc} R_{constructs} \leq R_{avail\_process},$$

$$T_{response} = \sum_{path} T_{service} + T_{constructs} \cdot \frac{\sum_{n\_conc} R_{constructs}}{R_{avail\_process}}$$

if

$$\sum_{n\_conc} R_{orchest} \leq R_{avail\_enterprise} \text{ and } \sum_{n\_conc} R_{constructs} > R_{avail\_process},$$

$$T_{response} = \sum_{path} T_{service} \cdot \frac{\sum_{n\_conc} R_{orchest}}{R_{avail\_enterprise}} + T_{constructs} \cdot \frac{\sum_{n\_conc} R_{constructs}}{R_{avail\_process}}$$

if

$$\sum_{n\_conc} R_{orchest} > R_{avail\_enterprise} \text{ and }$$

$$\sum_{n\_conc} R_{constructs} > R_{avail\_process}. \quad (18)$$

where $R_{constructs}$ is the process management cost of the orchestrated service and $R_{orchest}$ is the run-time cost of invoked participating enterprise services (operations).

Based on resource requirements this proposal may yield an optimal (maximal) throughput for a given composite service (process). On the other hand it is hard to be carried out because upcoming modification requests (alignment of service to the global schema) can only be treated at the enterprise application development level.
Concerning modularity and transparency this proposal does not differ from the orchestration of standard enterprise services. Updated services remain black-boxes, and are reusable in subsequent orchestration scenarios.

Table 1 summarizes the main aspects (advantages and disadvantages) of the 4 presented proposals.

The next chapter presents our experimental results. All proposals were implemented for the same integration scenario (same data heterogeneity problem) on the same configuration. The results have confirmed the analytic methods and predicted values described in this section.

4 Experiments

The applied configuration contains two computers in our experiments. One was used as the enterprise server the other one as the process server. Both work with a PentiumCore2Duo processor at 2.1Ghz and is equipped with 2GigaBytes of memory, uses high speed disks and internet connection. As the tests will show later, the bottleneck resource of the configuration is the computational requirement (CPU usage). Thus further technical parameters of the configuration are not described in details.

To run the test (simulate concurrent service requests) an additional computer was also necessary. Because the test machine only sends requests and receives responses to and from the orchestrated service its resource consumption is significantly lower then the load on the servers. None of the resources was consumed totally, so the bottleneck of the system was not the test computer. Note, that in real usage scenarios client requests are mostly distributed on several computers. Thus performance on the side of the client is usually not critical.

To simulate real integration scenario and data heterogeneities a toy example was used in our tests. Our virtual organization offers all kinds of healthcare and wellness services to the clients. To help estimate customers’ demands and to give advice on healthy living the company decided to implement a portal based on SOA architecture and methodology. For example, a composite process is able to ask (retrieve) a client’s parameters and propose optimal sport activity and personalized dietary. Since there are numerous enterprise systems at the organization, composite processes often communicate with several systems. To overcome data heterogeneities the leadership decided to align all services (and service interfaces) to a global schema of the domain sports and healthcare. In our test only the alignment of one service is presented. The standard Body-Mass-Index calculator (shortly BMIcalculator) service of our enterprise system is equipped with necessary up- and downcast transformations and the performance of its application in composite services is measured during several tests. Based on the proposals described in the previous section, the performance of 4 different implementations is compared during the tests. Moreover basic analytic equations of the previous section are also confirmed.

The standard BMI calculator service requests full name, height and weight as input parameters and responds the full name, the BMI and a category of a person as an output. Because the application was made in the UK, the service requests the height given in feet, the weight in pounds and awaits the full name given within one field – first name and last name separated with a space. However our applied global schema (and most of other enterprise applications of ours) calculates the height in centimeters and the weight in kilograms. Moreover the name of the clients is stored in a structure containing two fields: one for the first name and one for the last name. The responded category of BMI status should also be translated for Hungarian customers and other applications: categories underweight, normal, overweight and obesity are transformed into sovány, normál, túlsúlyos és körös, esetleg elhízott. Thus up-cast transformation is required to change between different metrics and concatenate separated last name and first name and down-cast transformation is required to translate the value of category and split full name string value into two separated fields.

The standard BMI service and all necessary transformations and constructs of all proposals were implemented. For the implementation .Net framework, Visual C# and Active BPEL designer were used. The running was performed on Internet Information Services (IIS) and on Active BPEL run-time engine. Native level enterprise transformations (proposal_Native) were also implemented in C# and XSLT transformation and the proxy service were executed on the .Net framework as well (proposal_XSLT). Process level transformations were defined using the Xpath and XQuery standards in the Active BPEL designer.

To determine basic efficiency of the given experimental configuration the standard BMI service were evaluated. First the bottleneck resource was searched. With 9 concurrent clients sending request continuously the CPU usage has reached 95% usage while the usage of other resources was significantly below the available maximum. (In our experiments the usage level of the bottleneck resource (CPU) has never reached higher values then 95-96%). Fig. 6 shows the usage level of all resources at this load.

Changing the number of concurrent client requests the response time and throughput moved closely enough to the expected values which confirms our Eqs. 1-5. Fig. 7 shows the changing of response time and throughput according to the changing in the number of concurrent clients. All tests were performed for 3-5 minutes until the average results have stabilized while values of the setup period were excluded from the results.

In the same way as the enterprise server environment the process server was tested, the process server was tested as well. A stand-alone process containing no external operation invokes was implemented for this purpose. Fig. 8 shows the usage level of resources at the reached 100% bottleneck resource load and Fig. 9 shows response time and throughput reflecting the changes in the number of concurrent process requests.

The implementation based on proposal XSLT was evaluated first. Similarly to previous test results the bottleneck resource...
Tab. 1. Comprehensive table of proposals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposal/Aspect</th>
<th>Resource overhead per enterprise operation invoke</th>
<th>Modularity of the orchestrated process</th>
<th>Reusability of transformations &amp; encapsulated services</th>
<th>Applied technologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposal_XSLT</td>
<td>R_transf+ R_winterface</td>
<td>Modular encapsulated services</td>
<td>Encapsulated service are reusable</td>
<td>Process (BPEL)* and transformation (XSLT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal_Direct</td>
<td>R_transf</td>
<td>Orchestration logic is messed up by transformations</td>
<td>Transformations are NOT reusable</td>
<td>Process (BPEL)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal_BPEL</td>
<td>R_transf + R_constructs</td>
<td>Modular processes containing 1 operation and 2 transformations</td>
<td>Single processes containing 1 operation and 2 transformations are reusable</td>
<td>Process (BPEL)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal_Native</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Same as in standard SOA architecture</td>
<td>Same as in standard SOA architecture</td>
<td>Process (BPEL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Process (BPEL) means that included technologies of the BPEL standard (e.g. XPath, XQuery) are used for transformation creation and execution as well.

Fig. 6. Resource usage reaching maximum bottleneck resource usage by standard service invoke

![Resource usage reaching maximum bottleneck resource usage by standard service invoke](image)

Fig. 7. Evaluation of response time and throughput invoking standard service

![Evaluation of response time and throughput invoking standard service](image)

was the computational efficiency of the system, more precisely the process server has reached its maximum consumption of the CPU usage at a level of about 96%. Thus the CPU usage of the enterprise server was about 30% we conclude that $R_{constructs}$ is significantly greater than $R_{orchest}$. Fig. 10 show evaluation of response time and throughput reflecting to the changes in the number of concurrent requests. The experiments provide evidence on our Eqs. (15) and (10) to be found in the analytical section.

The evaluation of proposal_Direct showed the expected dif-
ferences compared to proposal XSLT. However differences in response time and throughput are disappearing between the two proposals corresponding to a continuously increasing load over the maximum loaded interval. Response time and throughput are showed in Fig. 10. Based on the test results the following relations can be stated: \( R_{\text{ws,interface}} \) influences the overall performance not much and \( R_{\text{add,Direct}} \) is not significant compared to \( R_{\text{constructs}} \). Furthermore measured values of response time confirmed the Eq. (13).

Proposal BPEL was observed to be the slowest approach according to the test results. Adding \( R_{\text{constructs,resource overhead}} \) to every participated operation invoked caused a significant increase in response time and a decrease in throughput compared to other proposals. Fig. 11 shows test results.

Proposal Native has slightly outperformed the other 3. On one hand the reducing of costs by eliminating transformations was yet not significant compared to \( R_{\text{constructs}} \), on the other hand some computational resources are still required because of the extended functionality of the standard service. The resource need caused by \( R_{\text{constructs}} \) is determining again which exhausts the bottleneck resource (CPU) on the process server. Fig. 12 shows response time and throughput according to changes in the number of concurrent requests (clients).

The reader may recognize that the response time also increases in the period before maximum load has reached. Although it seems to be conflicting to the statements of the previous section, regarding the hardware specification of our configuration the explanation is trivial. The CPU of the computers contains two (or even more) computational units today. The system optimizes the resource allocation dedicating different tasks for parallel execution resulting a performance growth up to the number of additional processor cores. However the response time can only be decreased this way until the load has reached its maximum. The advantage of having two (or more) computational units is fully consumed when maximum usage of the CPU is hit. In our case the one additional core caused 2 times shorter response time at low load which has decreased continuously till the maximum throughput has been reached.

The performed tests have shown the applicability of each proposal and proved that the analytic results presented in the previous section were right.

Conclusions and possible areas of future work are presented in the next section.

5 Conclusion and future work

This paper has presented an approach to bridging semantic heterogeneities during the enterprise application integration. The framework is based on the concepts, standards and technologies of the SOA methodology. To evaluate the efficiency of our solution analytical tools were developed and presented in the paper. Apart from our approach, three further proposals were implemented and compared to each other. The analytical results were reinforced by extensive experiments and the test results have confirmed the performance values expected from formal calculations. Hence, the paper has presented a complete methodology and detailed technological proposal to implement integration configurations and predict non-functional QoS parameters of orchestrated services.

The approach has presented solution for attaching and executing transformations before (and after) standard service invoke (and after service response). However the paper gives no promotion to detect data inconsistencies and to create up- and downcast transformations. The integration environment and the number of participating enterprise services can be huge at large organizations making the detection of semantically related concepts and the designing of proper transformations rather inconvenient for human integration experts and developers. Tools realizing (semi)-automated assistance of this process may be needed.

The experiments were only performed on one given configuration and implemented on one given task (integration of the BMI calculator service). More complex tests and more refined configurations would probably lead to more detailed results. Real services of standard enterprise application could also be involved into the analysis and experiments in the future.
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